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You can find more creative tips at www.staedtler.com/creative_tips_for_FIMO

Make your world of knights complete!
No world of knights is complete without dragons and castles.
Create your very own imaginary play world with FIMO.

Shopping / material list

Dragons and castle walls
Space for your notes

You will need these STAEDTLER articles:

Online
Extra!

You can find our products in wellstocked sales outlets.
If you have any questions,
please call our hotline:
+49 (0)911 - 93 65-888.

Have fun crafting!

Motif

Product

Colour

Art. no.

Dragon

FIMO soft

Apple green

8020-50

1

Black

8020-9

1

White

8020-0

1

FIMO soft

Dolphin grey

8020-80

Approx. 1 per tower

oder FIMO effect

Granite

8020-803

or Approx. 1 per tower

FIMO soft

Indian red

8020-24

Approx. 1/2 per tower

Modelling tools

--

8711

Oven thermometer

--

8700 02

Wall

Quantity

✓

Smooth work surface (glass or ceramic), 1 kitchen knife for portioning
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Instructions: Dragon
1

Begin by making balls out of each of the given quantities of FIMO soft. Form a pear-shaped body out of the
first ball and a cone shape out of the second one.
Taper the end of the second one as this one is going
to be the tail.

3

2

Use a modelling stick to
press the tail onto the
body.

4

Shape three more balls using half a strip of FIMO soft
for each one. Make the legs out of two of these balls
and use half each of the third ball for the arms. Use the
modelling stick to make indents for the little toes and
fingers and attach everything firmly to the body.

Roll a ball out of another
half strip and extend the
top half to create a pear
shape and then bend a
little to create the head.

5

6

oven-bake

110°C
230°F
30 min.

ofenhärtend

cm

Thanks to the portioning aid, it‘s easy to cut your
block of FIMO into the right portions.

Create small balls for the ears, Make the nostrils and
press them flat, curve them
mouth using the modeland attach them to the head. ling stick.

Shape two small white balls and two even smaller
black ones for the eyes and press these onto the head.
Then harden the dragon for 30 minutes at 110°C.
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Instructions: Walls and towers...
1

2

4

3

oven-bake

110°C
230°F
30 min.

ofenhärtend

Shape a ball of indian red
FIMO soft to a cone and
add grooves for the roof
tiles using a modelling
stick.

Roll out 4 strips of FIMO effect granite (or dolphin grey) to
an approx. 8 mm thick sheet and then cut it into a square
shape. All you need to do then is to quickly make indents
for the stone pattern and cut out along the top to create
the battlements. That‘s it – the castle wall is finished!

Repeat using a whole block of FIMO soft granite (or
dolphin grey) and shape to a round tower.
This method is incredibly easy and can be used to
create the entire castle.

Harden all of the finished
pieces in the oven for 30
minutes at 110°C.

Tip: You can use the ‚Unicorn‘ Kits for Kids to make the
knights‘ horses with. A fabulous tournament backdrop is available
for download on the internet at: www.staedtler.com.
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